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The commentary presented below on
Mesolithic research in Sweden during the

time period 1986-1990 will for natural
reasons be both fragmentary and personal.

Anyway, my first impression after having

read the 60-70 articles and books produced
during the period was that the discussions
were steered by "what I have found" rather

than "what I have found out. "The texts are
further permeated by a neo-evolutionary
epistemology often used in a rather occa-
sional and, in my opinion simplified way.

Especially achievements within middle
range theory, which, if you want to work

within a positivistic frame, is the implement

per se, are almost invisible. To find a line
between theory and data is not always easy.
It would be overtly presumptuous and
malevolent to say this without at the same

time acknowledging the fact that the major
part of the texts consists of accounts of
rescue excavations which have taken place
throughout the country. Quite clearly the
lack of thorough theory, even within the neo-

evolutionist stance, for the most part has to
do with lack of time to deal with methodo-

logical and theoretical issues on the part of
the writer. Theorybuilding is always con-
ducted from outside, so to speak. Therefore,

the first critical lines of this article must be
seen as an implicit critique of the way we

as archaeologists interpret the cultural
heritage legislation. Civil servant "errand
handling" tends to conserve temporary
scientific ideas as interpretative standards

and use them too long. Because archaeo-

logists as a group are responsible for this

view of the meaning of the legislation, no

one can escape the responsibility to try to

change it. Myself included.

One of the things I feel a lack of in the

Swedish papers on the Mesolithic is a

serious debate on what hunter-gatherers
actually are and what there possibly is of
interest to know about such people, apart
from the fact that they hunt and gather.
The anthropological controversy between
the neo-evolutionists and "revisionists" is

one way of opening us up to what funda-

mentally characterizes HG as humans and

inspiring us to think differently and perhaps
even excavate differently, especially when it

comes to the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition.

(Lee 1992; Testart 1988; Tilley 1989).
Basically then I think, for reasons stated,

that during the period 1986-1990 we have

seen too much "Mesolithic" and too little
"hunter-gatherers" in Swedish Mesolithic
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research. But, as Emils father in the story

by Astrid Lindgren tells Emil when being
asked if it is not time for him to visit the

woodshed after a day loaded with mischief:
"That should not be neccessary, one has to

admit that you have accomplished some-

thing good too."

THE SOUTH COAST AND LARSSON'S
SKATEHOLM
The discussions and publications from the

time period have been dominated by a few

major excavations resulting in funda-
mentally new information on late Meso-
lithic, probably hunter-gatherer cultures of
southern Sweden. Outstanding is the Skate-
holm project. Launched already in 1980, it

has been partly published in a major book
during the period (Larsson 1988) as well as
in smaller articles in journals in Sweden and

abroad. Lars Larsson alone actually accounts
for 30 % of the published papers on the

Mesolithic in Sweden during the period. In-

deed a remarkable effort.
The major book is structured much the

same as most serious studies of Stone Age
sites: a short archaeological contribution
backed by a series of specialist reports-
"interdisciplinary studies" — on fauna,
palaeoenvironment, dentition, use-wear, etc.
But contrary to a normal book, this one,
according to the author, is expected to be

followed by a more anthropologically orien-

ted one. This first book may thus be seen as

a kind of database for subsequent social
analysis of a late Atlantic society. We are

looking forward to that.
The book contains detailed analyses and

descriptions of geology, palaeoenvironment,
fossil fauna, physical anthropology and flint

tool use-wear. The specialist reports are
written for specialists with a specialist
language and data handling. To me as an

archaeologist, the palaeoenvironmental
reports, including pollen analysis, macro-
fossil analysis, diatom analysis and insect
fauna analysis, could only be evaluated

through summaries, which gave me the gene-
ral picture of a lagoon forming where the

sites once were situated, with increasing

depth, size and salinity throughout the
Atlantic period due to a general transgres-
sion that eventually ends in the early Sub-

boreal. I appreciated the taphonomic direc-
tion of the fossil fauna report with its
informative discussions of cultural effects
on assemblage composition. I was also
impressed by the multitude of information

one can extract from people's teeth, in-

cluding such things as the division of labour

between sexes and the identification of
family groups. The interpretation of flake
axes as multi-purpose tools did not surprise

me (for an earlier analysis of flake axes see
Knutsson 1982), although I might question
the selection of these exact tools for ana-

lysis. An analysis and a classification of
tools must be geared of course, as any scien-

tific enterprise, toward answering certain
questions. I could not find these questions,
however.

As a whole the book is loaded with in-

formation, and it has the will of course to be
of vital importance to Mesolithic research
in general. The problem, however, as I see it
is that the structure of the articles seems to
be dictated by some inductive hope that

large amounts of data will result in know-

ledge. They do of cource, but not only that.

By the very nature of their ability, reliability

and detail, they will forcefully shape the

cultural interpretation as to both content
and character. This is not altogether a good
thing. In a sence, then, this might be seen

as a mild form of the tyranny of method.
But I must admit, turning to my explicit,
though masochistic positivism, it is a nice

tyranny.

FUNCTIONALISM-SYMBOLISM
Larsson is one of few writers in the period
to adopt a post-processual language. In
articles like Big Dogs and Poor Man and

Dogs i n Fracti on — Symbols i n Action
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(Larsson 1989; 1990e) he explicitly deals
with the symbolic interpretation of funeral
remains and even introduces some sort of
textual approach to archaeological inter-

pretation, using a grammatical metaphor.
The articles must be seen, however, as an

adoption of themes taken up within the post-

processual school, and not as a fundamental

change in the basic view of a positivistic
epistemology. This is also true of a second
author moving towards a symbolic
archaeology: Taffinder in her paper on the

selection of lithic materials as evidenced

by variations in flaked industry on Meso-
lithic sites in eastern middle Sweden
(Taffinder 1987). In this interesting article
Taffinder asks a simple question that is hard

to answer: Why is it that stone-tool raw

materials vary among sites? Can it be ex-
plained by raw material availability, by
responses to utilitarian needs, by flakability,
or some other non-functional cause? Al-

though these questions have been asked
before, she is one of few researchers in the

period to try to follow them up by presen-

ting a survey of anthropological discus-
sions of these issues, which indicate both
utilitarian and symbolic reasons for the
selection of tool raw material. She explicitly
searches for interpretative theory. She also
touches upon the Gould-Binford contro-
versy over embedded versus expedient
extraction of tool raw materials. She also
mentions symbolic values related to stones,
like stones from "sacred sites", the taboo for
women to use cryptocrystalline rocks, or
when they are related to the maintenance of
social networks. Basically, then, she comes
to the conclusion that "non-utilitarian
aspects influence raw material selection";
that is, functional explanations are neither

very efficient nor interesting when used
one-sidedly to explain variability. In an

archaeological case-study based on a few
sites in eastern middle Sweden containing
flint, quartz and porphyry, she sees that:
formal tools are almost exclusively pro-

duced out of exotic flint; the bipolar method

is very common in quartz assemblages; the

platform method dominates the flint
assemblages; sites of different age have
different composition of exotic versus local
raw materials. Finally, she makes a study of
the raw material availability in the surroun-

dings and concludes that all raw materials
found on the sites are local except for flint.
The interpretation of this pattern is denied

the reader, however, though it really does
not matter: the point has been made. A new

world of ideas is needed to be able to ex-

plore a topic like utilitarian versus symbolic
values.

Lars Larsson presents a similar but more
inductive discussion of raw material vari-

ability on late Ertebglle sites, as a measure
of either seasonal movements of HG groups
or exchange between groups (Larsson 1987;
1988a). Not only flints but exotic items like

aurox teeth and elk teeth are discussed and

taken as examples of "trade, " in connection
with women's clothes decorated with teeth.
The presence of Linear Pottery axes in the

late Ertebglle sites further indicates contact
between the farming and hunter-gatherer
communities. These axes are not seen as

symbolic items without a reference, but as

a symbol of knowledge. A knowledge re-

lated to the specific use to which these
axes where put, i.e. making planks (See also
Larsson 1987).

In another paper on funeral ritual, Big
Dogs and Poon Man (Larsson 1989),Larsson
discusses the ritual code of Mesolithic
groups. Basically, then, he tries to evaluate

the variability in burial rites illustrated by
the placement of the graves in relation to
the settlement site, as well as the different

ways of placing the body, arranging the

grave-goods, etc. He comes to the conclu-
sion that the position of the graves has to

do with societies marking land rights and

that they are ritualized. Not only the graves
are elaborate but also the rituals preceding
and succeeding them. He sees for example,
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indications of funeral meals and things
thrown into the graves when closing them,

as well as constructions put over the graves.
Larsson compare this complex set of rituals

with the ways dogs have been treated after
death. They are not treated equally. Some

dog graves are so "rich" that the dog must

be called a "big dog", at least according to
a simplistic theory stating that rich graves
mirror importance in life — a theory criticised

by Larsson of course. Dogs have also been
covered with red ochre, and most of them

seem to have been buried in a special area
of the burial-ground. In a sense, then, Lars-
son uses the dog burials as a sort of critical
appraisal of archaeological ideas on the
relation between material culture and
status, especially in studies of hierarchical
societies through their graves. However, in a
discussion of the Skateholm burial-ground

in another paper he states: "One could per-

haps expect that the ceremonies and con-

ceptions, that was tied to burials, should be
less complex during an earlier part of pre-
history than during a later. The finds from
Skateholm has shown that this is wrong"

(Larsson 1986a). Thus, here he is implicitly

accepting the complexity of burial ritual as
a measure of societal complexity. On this

point one would have liked a reference to
the revisionist critique in anthropology.

Regarding dogs, Larsson continues to
discuss them in Dogsin Fraction - Symbolsin
Action. He takes up a theme centering
on the problems of understanding symbols

in prehistory and pursues a dialogue where

"questions are provoked by the graves"
(Larsson 1990e). A linguistic metaphor is

used to illustrate the "code" of the graves.
Larsson uses expressions like language, dia-

lect, syntax, grammar, etc, when taking up
themes like the position of the burial ground

as a possible symbolic expression (See also
Larsson 1988a), the orientation of graves
according to different sexes, physically
related individuals exclusive right to
certain parts of the burial ground, ceremo-

nies surrounding the burials, the burial of
dogs etc. In this inductive reasoning Lars-
son really opens up a kind of hermeneutic
dimension in his text, provoking ideas to
follow up on. The lines of thought are not

given so much substance in his paper as

one might have wished in a true hermeneu-

tic back-and-forth movement, but that was

perhaps not the point of writing it in the

first place. That would have meant a com-

plicated and time-consuming broadening of
views through anthropological reading and

experience. The point of the article was to

open up and provoke questions, not inves-

tigate them.
Larsson's contribution to Mesolithic re-

search must of course be appreciated, but

since I set out to be critical I would have

liked to see a smaller number of papers in

favour of more explicit and personal
involvement in hunter-gatherer theory-buil-

ding. As it is now, I feel that Skateholm

through it's novelty and complexity kept
Larsson physically too much in its power.

THE WEST COAST AND BLANKED
SITES
Several decades of rescue excavation of
Mesolithic sites in the Gothenburg area
have been presented during the period in a

thematic book on the "blanked sites, "which

to a Swedish archaeologist means the same

as a discussion of the "Sandarna culture"

(Andersson et al 1988). It is the first
comprehensive summation of this cultural

phase, and though it is written for a general

public it has basic information of interest

to the practising archaeologist as well. It is

written within an overtly processual tradi-

tion, and like the Skateholm book, is
characterized by the collaboration with
"specialists" within fields like palaeo-
ethnobotany, faunal analysis and radio-
metric dating. This gives the book a trust-

worthy base; although in these contributions

I missed a critical taphonomic discussion
of representativity as well as a developed
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idea on the relation between the character
of finds and human action. The anthropo-

logy of the Sandarna culture, though nicely
illustrated, is rather meagerly treated. It is
characterized by "pick-and-choose ethno-

graphy,
"

with only weakly argued for con-
nections with the archaeology of the sites
discussed. The connections, I am sorry to

say, are not relational but formal. I also
missed a more informative treatment of the

main source material for the social interpre-
tation of Stone Age sites, i.e. the stone
tools, especially since this source material
dominates the text. Regarding tool pro-
duction and tool function, the results of 15
years of low level, middle-range research
within the processual tradition, are totally
left out. This is all the more strange as the

results are widely accepted and known. They
have not been published in obscure jour-
nals somewhere in the outposts, but actually
to a great extent in Swedish and Danish jour-
nals (see e.g. Knutsson, H. 1982,Knutsson, K.
1988, Juel- Jensen 1985).I cannot understand

the rationality behind this omission.
One of the good points of the book,

however, is the archaeological characteriza-
tion of the Sandarna culture. Only well-

stratified sites have been selected as a data-

base. Thus the lithic industry is chronologi-
cally well defined. Personally I was pleased
to see that the handle-core tradition is not
found in any of the well-stratified Sandarna
culture sites. This makes sense in a wider
Swedish chronological and developmental
perspective. The evaluation of the Norrlan-

dic Mesolithic, if seen from a south Scan-
dinavian chauvinistic perspective, is kicked
in a new direction.

A newly excavated site of the Sandarna
culture, south of Gothenburg, must be men-

tioned in this context. The site is presented
in popular accounts by Bengt Nordqvist,
who led the excavations (Nordqvist 1989).
The Balltorp locality is dated by C14 datings
and shoreline displacement to the early part
of the Sandarna culture. The clay-covered

cultural layer contained a fossil fauna
assemblage — the first such found in a settle-

ment in the inner part of the archipelago in

the area. Noteworthy is also the presence of
skew-edged arrowpoints of the early "Hens-

backa type,
" to my knowledge the first such

to be found on a blanketed site. Balltorp is

thus of importance to the interpretation of
the Sandarna culture's economy and chro-

nology, but it also has implications for the

understanding of the relation between the
Hensbacka phase and the Sandarna phase.

The meager representation of faunal
assemblages on Mesolithic sites on the west
coast has been further enriched during the

period with a fossil fauna material from one
of Sweden's few shell middens. The brief
report in Populär arkeologi by Eva Shaller-

Åhrberg and Hans Kindgren (1990) on the
midden at Röe, close to Lysekil, informs us

of a site with great potential. Stone tool as-

semblages put the site in a Lihult tradition.

Large quantities of animal bones were
found when probing the site, not only re-

fuse fauna but bone tools. Another inte-

resting aspect of this site is the discovery
of a human skeleton in the midden during

roadwork in the late nineteenth century.
Possibilities of recovering burials on this

site should therefore be good. Maybe a new

Skateholm? It would be the first Mesolithic
burial-ground outside the Ertebglle tradition

in Scandinavia, and would contribute signi-

ficantly to the current debate on the terri-

torialization of band societies, dialectic
tribes, etc in late Mesolithic North-western

Europe.

MESOLITHIC TERRITORIALITY ON
THE ISLAND OF GOTLAND IN THE
BALTIC
A third major publication on the Mesolithic
is Inger Österholm's doctoral dissertation on
the Stone Age of Gotland (Österholm 1989).
Her aim is to study settlement pattern and

social structure during the Mesolithic and

Neolithic. Before commenting on the text,
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it must be acknowledged that Österholm

has put a lot of effort into locating and sur-

veying new sites and has thus made a

major contribution in forming a database

for discussing territories and economy
during the Stone Age on Gotland. What is

missing, however (perhaps therefore?) is

theoretical cogency.
Österholm's dissertation falls into the

general positivist pattern of writing during

this period, with an overemphasis on hard

science means to extract data (phosphate,
pollen- and technical analysis of ceramics,
etc) at the expense of anthropological
theory. A discussion of social theory, in this

case a theory which should have been
geared towards understanding basic princip-

les of territoriality and economic behaviour

among hunter-gatherers, is almost totally
lacking. One of the interesting parts of this

disseration is, namely, the observation that

the settlement pattern follows the ancient
coastline in a regular pattern. A pattern
which does not seem to be related to
environmental constraints and possibilities
and should thus be socially constituted. Base
camps and extraction camps are seen as

clusters at 20 km intervals. Finds in the

territories indicate that the territoriality
continues from the Mesolithic to the Neo-

lithic. Parallel developments in mainland

Sweden and on Gotland further indicate a

larger area of cultural contact.
A similar idea about late Mesolithic

territoriality and, thus, incipient social
complexity in Scania is actually offered by
M. Larsson (1986). He views the presence
of large "permanent" settlement sites and

burial grounds (Skateholm) as indicators of
a "need to control land", and small settle-

ment remains as indicators of specialized
task sites within the coastal territory. The
territory is formed around nutrient-rich

lagoons along the ancient coastline (see also

Karsten 1986 and Larsson, L. 1987 for
similar views).

MESOLITHIC-NEOLITHIC
TRANSITION
The economic interpretation of the Gotlan-

dic Mesolithic by Österholm is by necessity
nature-deterministic. The source material

used for the economic interpretation is too

meager to allow anything else. Österholm is

further conformistic as regards the inter-

pretation of the transition to a Neolithic

economy on the island. She sees the transi-

tion as; a) caused by major ecological
changes and b) as begun already in the late

Mesolithic due to stationary HG coastal
settlement favoured by a rich natural
environment in this period. Charcoal par-

ticles in pollen samples dated to the late

Mesolithic as well as finds of axes in the

inland areas further indicate manipulation

of the landscape by hunter-gatherers, either

to improve the conditions for big game or
as a result of a slash and burn economy. In

this view of the stationary and complex late

Mesolithic HG groups she echoes the revi-

sionist ideas shared by Lars Larsson (1986a)
and Mats Larsson (1987) (see Brown and

Price 1985 for further examples of this

view).
An ecological change that has to do

with the water-level changes in the Atlantic,

causing less flow of fresh saltwater into the

Litorina sea and resulting in less favourable

conditions for animal and plant life, is
hypothesized. The favourable coastal
economic base is thus lost, forcing people to

adopt a more inland-oriented strategy. A

similar interpretation of the final hunter-

gatherer phase in southern Sweden is
exemplified by the Skateholm and the
Ystad projects. Here, the development of
nutrient-rich lagoons (where the ancient
settlements are found) is seen as an incite-

ment to a stable and almost sedentary way
of life in the late Ertebt5lle phase, bearing
with it an incipient social complexity. In

the late AT, however, in connection with a

deterioration of climate, sandbars develop

in the lagoon mouths along with small
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transgressions. A regression initiates, the
lagoons grow over, and the base for the
stable late Mesolithic economy is lost. An
inland component, the hunting of forest
animals, is hypothesized (cf. Österholm on
this point) as shown by the inland distribu-
tion of late Mesolithic Limhamn axes (Lars-
son, L. 1987; Larsson, M. 1987; Karsten,
1986) and CIP pollen in pollen cores from
the interior (Larsson, M. 1987).

The explanations for a change to a Neo-
lithic economy within the Scania-Gotland
group are basically nature-deterministic in

that the climatic deterioration forces the
late mesolithic HG groups to "find new
strategies for subsistence. " This concensus
is, however, challenged by Jennbert (1984),
who sees the change as socially constituted,
created as a response to a developing social
network between northern HG groups and

the Continental farming communities.
Through marriage alliances and exchange,
the Neolithic economy and material culture

slowly became integrated into the HG cul-
ture. The relative sedentariness, with, as a

consequence, delayed return systems of the
late Erteb~lle groups, is a prerequisite for
this interpretation theoretically applying to
the marxist movement in archaeology in the
late seventies.

BORDER PROCES SES
This discussion of the interaction between
HG groups and farming communities
automatically moves us to border or fron-
tier processes, that is, interaction between

groups of peoples such as hunter-gatherers
and farmers along a border zone. Hyen-
strand (1987) sketches a research program
for the study of border processes, taking as
his point of departure the "Limes Norrland-
icus" in middle Sweden. Here it is obvious
that a borderline of great antiquity between

groups of peoples can be found. According
to Hyenstrand, it is not until the early Iron

Age that sedentary groups infiltrate the
northern hunting grounds. During the en-

tire prehistoric period, including the Meso-
lithic, this area must have been the scene of
social, ethnic, economic, etc. , border pro-
cesses, including conflict, trade, ethnic
construction, etc. The explicit stating of a

fundamental question with its conceptual
frame is attractive, but the paper is too brief
to be evaluated. My personal view is that

Hyenstrand, like many other researchers
who discuss interaction between foragers
and settled groups, seems to take for granted
that the benefits of a settled life "infiltrate"
the hunter-gatherer populations, never the

other way around.

Regarding frontiers and human inter-
action at borders, it may be worth mentio-

ning that, apart from the "Limes Norrland-

icus, " an area with potential for looking into
the dynamics of forager-settled groups
should be the Småland highlands. Here,
Mesolithic HG groups may have remained

during part of the neolithic (Högberg 1987),
forming an interesting subject for ethnicity
discussions, i.e. the formation of ethnicity
along a border between two different eco-
nomic and/or social systems.

Although based on a "Neolithic" source
material, Tilley's discussion of the relation-

ship between the Pitted Ware culture and the
Battle-Axe culture (Tilley 1989) is more
specifically oriented towards the fundamen-

tal question of border processes, and thus

also applies to the discussion of the change
to a Neolithic economy. He discusses the
dynamic relationship between catchment
groups and farmers based on explicit anthro-

pological theory and the idea that material

culture is seen as meaningfully constituted
and actively used in the process of inter-

action. Theoretically this paper has thus

direct interest for Mesolithic research, be-
cause it makes at least an attempt (one of
few papers to do so) to study what hunter-

gatherers actually are, instead of merely
giving a stereotypical view of their eco-
nomy. In his evaluation of the relationship
between the Pitted Ware culture and the
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Battle-axe culture, he comes to the conclu-

sion that: "Through time it can be suggested
that social stresses and tensions may have

developed as a result of the continued
coexistence in spatially contiguous areas of
two opposed economic, social and ideologi-

cal systems: the relatively stable agrarian

social groups represented by the BAC tradi-

tion and the more flexible and fluid sets of
social relations represented by the PW tradi-

tion. " He further acknowledges the obser-

vation by Hodder that: "We might expect an

increasing stylistic separation of social
groups relating to the use of material culture

to support their identity in periods of in-

creasing social stress". ..".. with the stress and

uncertainty being faced by the agricultural

populations because of their inability to
establish any permanent links with the fluid

hunter-gatherer social networks" (Tilley
1989:280). All this is evidenced by an ex-

panded ritualisation of BAC burial customs,

a separation of graves from settlements, a
structural distinction of BAC pottery versus

PW pottery, etc. , over time. Having discus-

sed this, Tilley goes on to suggest that:
"Contemporary hunter-gatherers. ..may in no

sense be comparable to groups in the
Pleistocene Europe or the United States.
Provocatively, what we may be witnessing in

the late middle neolithic of Scania is the

development of such a form of hunter-

gatherer social organization in contact with

farming populations" (Tilley ibid). In other

words, the fluid set of social relations so
typical of HG is the result of an active effort
to retain social and ethnic identity, to escape
the "colonial" wish to control the settled

groups. This is, of course the important
message from Tilley with reference to
anthropological observations of HG. In this,

Tilley —the only writer to discuss Swedish
HG groups during the period 1986-1990—
takes an explicit position in the revisionist

critique of the neo-evolutionist stance. This
discussion still flows through the anthropo-

logy of the HG (e.g. Testart 1988 and Lee

1992); and it is here that I would like to see
an explicit commitment from Swedish Me-

solithic researchers because the discussion

obviously has fundamental impact on the

way we approach HG studies and what we

think we are doing when discussing "the

Mesolithic. "
As such the PW culture offers another

unique possibility of study (if we think we

can use modern HG as a reference) which is

not discussed by Tilley; namely, how once
settled groups gradually developed towards

an HG economy. Here the fundamental pro-

cesses of change and the logic in sequen-

tial stages of change must be possible to
dlscuss.

LITHIC TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY
IN MIDDLE SWEDEN
The fourth major book on the Mesolithic,
Callahan's (1987) treatment of the lithic

technology of Stone Age sites in eastern

middle Sweden, discusses the problem of
migration or diffusion of ideas in the late

Mesolithic-early Neolithic transition, but

from a totally different standpoint. Based on

a series of experimental simulation of tool
production, he creates an understanding of
and a techno-typological instrument with

which to evaluate the lithic technology of the

multi component site of Lilla Mark, situated

on the Swedish east coast close to Oskars-

hamn. Looking at the stone tool production

during the Mesolithic and Neolithic, Calla-

han comes to the conclusion that there are

no major shifts in the technological tradition

in the area during the transitional period. The
change in economy is thus not related to

any change in the way tools are made, which

indicates that the spread of a Neolithic eco-

nomy was primarly the result of a diffusion

of ideas. Callahan's problem is basically of
a source-critical character. The Lilla Mark's

site internal chronology is based on shore-

line displacement and the idea of shore-

bound settlement. Successive plateaus are

seen as Mesolithic, Neolithic, etc. Obviously
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there may have been a mixing of materials
during the course of settlement. In spite of
the complicated source material and the
cultural interpretation based on it, I think
that Callahan has provided a major contri-
bution to Mesolithic research in middle
Sweden. He has, so to speak, "opened up"
the quartz and porphyry lithic assemb-
lages — so typical of most assemblages north
of Scania — to social analysis. On account
of their fracture patterns, these materials
typically break up during knapping into
apparently incomprehensible fragments.
Thus, the study of the Mesolithic in these
areas has been severely hampered. Calla-
han, through his analysis, has provided an
incitement as well as an instrument for
archaeologists to deal with these sites as the
result of human action.

Other minor contributions to the tech-
nological understanding of flaked assemb-
lages pertinent to the discussion of non-flint
sites have been made during the period by
Thorsberg (1986) and Knutsson (1986).

The value of this opening up of see-
mingly incomprehensible quartz-dominated
settlement sites in middle Sweden to social
analysis is further enhanced in the light of
the successful survey and excavation work
carried out by the Central Board of Natio-
nal Antiquities in the period 1986-1990. In
Gästrikland, Värmland and Dalsland (Arkeo-
logi i Sverige 1986-1990) several hundred
new Stone Age sites have been discovered,
most of which are characterized by flaked
quartz industries. All of these surveyed sites
are the material remains of seasonal
movements of hunter-gatherer populations
living in the above-mentioned border zone,
the Limes Norrlandicus, between settled
populations and catchment groups.

On the Swedish east coast, in the same
area as Oskarshamn, a Mesolithic site (also
dominated by flaked quartz) has actually
been excavated during the time period
(Lindgren 1991). The site, Leverstad, is of
importance because it is not a mixed site

like the Oskarshamn site but a short-term
settlement. Its potential lies in the possibility
to begin characterizing the technology and
structure of the east Swedish Mesolithic,
which is basically a blank page in Swedish
archaeology.

A remarkable contribution to the under-

standing of the Mesolithic in the southern-
most part of eastern Sweden is further given

by the survey work carried out by Kalmar
läns Museum in the county of Kalmar in the
mid-1980s (Westergren & Hansson 1987).
In collaboration with local folklore societies
the museum antiquarians managed to dis-
cover 261 Stone Age sites, of which at least
40 are of Mesolithic character — this in an
area of Sweden where scarcely any Stone
Age settlement sites were earlier known.

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
The possibility to give human meaning to
all these newly discovered sites in middle
and eastern Sweden has been further
enhanced not only through the methodo-
logical progress within technological ana-

lysis as exemplified by Callahan's work,
but also within functional analysis. Func-
tional analysis until the mid-1980s had
mainly been concerned with raw materials
like flint, a material only sparingly present
in the quartz- and porphyry-dominated sites
in the surveyed area. In an article presented
in the proceedings from the Lithic Use-
wear conference in Tiibingen in 1985,
Knutsson & Taffinder (1986) present some
preliminary results from experiments within
use-wear analysis of porphyry assemblages.
Although complicated by the fact that por-

phyry is made up of a combination of
different minerals with variable hardness
and chemical structure, a functional analysis
of these types of assemblages should be
possible, according to the authors, at least
within certain interpretative limits.

My own methodological work within
lithic use-wear analysis concentrating on
quartz as a tool raw material, gives further
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hopes for the future regarding the possibility

of making comprehensible the newly dis-

covered Mesolithic site materials in middle

Sweden and also, of course, the assemblages

from the north Swedish sites, dominated as

they are by flaked quartz (Knutsson 1986;
1988a).

But being informed about tool use and

tool production does not necessarily make it

easier to interpret the site materials. Only by

putting the functional and technical infor-

mation in a network of specifically designed

social theory and middle range theory will

an interesting and meaningful dialogue
between past and present develop. The
application of use-wear as an analytical tool

in social studies has thus been presented

during the period in a conference book with

papers from the seventh lithic use-wear

conference held in Uppsala in 1989 (see
Gräslund et al 1990).Reading the book it is

obvious that this type of theory for the

most part is still lacking (see Thorsberg

1984, 1990 and Ramos-Millan 1990); but

the mere fact that these types of materials

can now be given functional and techno-

logical "meaning" will be an incitement to

pose questions of more general interest-
similar to Tilley's on HG/farming com-

munity interaction — and thus create a milieu

where questions can be asked and appro-

priate theory developed.

THE TINGBY SITE AND LATE
BOREAL SETTLEMENT STRUCTURE
A unique mesolithic site is represented by
the Tingby site, found in 1987 just outside

Kalmar in south-eastern Sweden (Wester-

gren 8c Rajala 1989).At the site remains of
a small house were found, which are spati-

ally correlated to a lithic industry dated

typologically to the late Boreal Maglemose
culture. The assemblage contains debitage

as well as formal tools like scrapers, lanceo-

late and triangular microliths, core axes and

flake axes. The unique character of the find

was further enhanced by the fact that a large

part of the typologically south Scandinavian

assemblage was made of local porphyry, and

by the fact that the site was shorebound

during the settlement period — a rare feature

of the Maglemose culture in southern Swe-

den, where most coastal sites are now sub-

merged. The sites topography is closely re-

miniscent of the lagoon sites of the late

Atlantic Scanian coastal sites, and thus

offers a late Boreal comparison (for other

mesolithic lagoon sites in the area see
Westergren & Hansson 1987).This should, of
course, be of value, since much of the social

and economic interpretation of the latter is

based, as we have seen above, on the idea

of rich coastal resources forming a base for
stable settlement and thus gradual social

change towards stratification in late Atlantic

time. The east Scanian inland Erteb11111e and

Maglemose sites, excavated and published

by Strömberg (1986) during the period, have

to be mentioned in this context. They are

situated at some distance from the sea and

must be apprehended as small task sites

(hunting stands?) because they are charac-

terized by small scatters of debitage and

splinters together with projectile points. No

big sites seem to be found in the inland area.

Contemporaneous coastal sites are under

water and can not be investigated. Sites of
this character have actually been discovered

off the coast of Scania (Larsson 1988a). In a
discussion of the possible coastal/inland

dynamics of the Boreal Maglemose culture,

Larsson mentions both inland sites and

"coastal sites" found at the bottom of the

sea. Anyway, the Tingby site can thus be

seen as a seasonal coastal site similar to the

submerged sites found by Larsson off the

Scanian coast, and complementary to the

small task sites like those discovered by
Strömberg off the coast in south-eastern

Scania. Similar inland task sites should

therefore be expected in the Kalmar inland

area. A lot of inland sites have actually
been found during survey work by Kalmar

Museum but so far they have not been
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thoroughly evaluated and discussed.
The age of the house correlated to the

flaed assemblage has been questioned by
other Swedish scholars (Johansson 1989).
The question of whether it is a mesolithic
house is still open, awaiting the final
publication of the find. However, the presence
of a rectangular house with a central row of
posts in the late Maglemose culture is quite
frankly, neither controversial nor surprising.

NORTH SWEDISH HUNTER-
GATHERERS
In northern Sweden the Mesolithic eco-
nomy expands at least into the south Swe-
dish Bronze Age. Thus a broader chrono-
logical spectrum of archaeological writing

should be incorporated into this treatment
of the Mesolithic. Of the traditional Meso-
lithic contributions, one can mention the
series of old C-14 datings from middle Norr-

land collected by Sundlin (1986). These
dates are important because they present
new sites to challenge the interpretation of
the hitherto oldest site in Norrland, Garaselet.
The Garaselet site, discovered in 1969, is da-

ted to late Boreal time and its lithic industry

is characterized by typical south Scandina-
vian, late Boreal/early Atlantic handle core
tradition. Although several sites with handle

cores have been located in Norrland since
this discovery, nothing so old by comparison
has been excavated. Thus the oldest phase of
the Norrlandic settlement has been recognis-
ed for twenty years, and on very fragmen-

tary evidence, as the "handle core phase, "
stretching from c. 6000 to 4000 BC.With the

help of the newly discovered, very old sites
presented by Sundlin, this idea of the early
cultural development in Norrland can be
evaluated. New find context's with old dates

may be studied in detail.
The collection of papers presented in

the same book as Sundlin's paper, Acta Bore-
lia, published in Umeå, concerns settlements
of hunter-gatherer origin in Norrland of a

later date but should at least be mentioned in

this connection. I need perhaps not elaborate
on these presentations, which are concerned
mainly with inland, fire-cracked mound

sites, because they have been published else-
where and thus reported in the former five-

year evaluation period by Noel Broadbent
(Broadbent 1987). The view of the fire-
cracked mounds as houses is interesting,
however, as is the idea that they represent
local group centers in an annual exploitation

system based in the interior of Norrland in

the period 4000-2000 BC. This view may be
correlated to the coastal sites from the same

period, which were excavated and analysed

by Broadbent (1979) and which are seen as
semi-permanent in character and based on

an annual hunting/gathering cycle solely
using local resources. The diachronic cultural

continuity of the coastal sites 4000-2000 BC
has been illustrated by similarities in lithic

technology and hunting strategies by my-

self (Knutsson 1988b). Anyway, the two

contemporaneous groups of settlements, one
in the interior and one on the coast, are thus

at present seen as two separate "groups"
inhabiting and exploiting two different en-

vironments. In my opinion, this dichotomy
between coast and interior should not be
"explained" using nature-deterministic mo-

dels as it is now, but rather be seen as a start-

ing point for a discussion and treatment of
the archaeological concept of "culture. " A
theoretical evaluation should be made of
how material continuities and discontinui-
ties can be seen as manifest expressions of
group movements, taboos between different
areas of exploitation, subgroup identity
markings, etc. We do not know very much

about these things, yet in interpretations we

continually use implicit assumptions about
questions of this kind. This north Swedish
dichotomy will, I think, because of the rich-

ness of sites and finds, be of great value in

such a venture.

Lena Holm's work on hunter-gatherer
sites in the western high mountains has been

presented in two short papers during the
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period, including one popular account. An

evaluation of lithic industries in the Tärna-

Rana mountains focuses on diachronic
changes in technique and method, based on

an analysis of brecciated quartz at the strati-

fied Gräsvattnet site (Holm 1989; 1990).The

deeper layers are characterized by hard

hammer technique flakes and handle cores
of late Mesolithic type, and the upper by soft
hammer flakes attributable to the manufac-

ture of flat-hewn quartzite points of Bronze

Age character.
The fact that late Mesolithic handle-

core sites are present in the high mountains

may indicate a more logistic resource
strategy for that period than has been sug-

gested by Forsberg (1986; 1989); this of
course also implies a different social and

economic development in that area. The late

Mesolithic in Norrland is obviously still

suffering from a representativity problem.
More sites from the coast to the high moun-

tains are needed.
Lars Forsberg's dissertation from 1986,

although mainly concerned with "Bronze
Age" settlement systems in Norrland, is the

most explicit and theoretically conscious
application of a processual, cultural-ecologi-

cal approach to HG settlement patterns in

the period. Forsberg sets out to discuss the

prehistoric settlement pattern along the Lule

and Ume rivers in the north of Sweden. In

his access he had a database of sites excava-

ted by the Central Board of National Anti-

quities along these rivers in connection with

water power-station construction in the

1950s, 1960s and 1970s. The artefact mate-

rial is classified into "functional" categories
and types of raw materials. A series of
multivariate statistical analyses separates the

sites into types characterized by different

artefact types, petrographic materials and

site locations with respect to natural re-

sources. Thus, with the aid of anthropologi-

cal theory, Forsberg is able to classify the

sites along the rivers flowing from mountain

to coast into hunter-gatherer site types such

as; base camp, activity camp, transit camp
and agglomeration site. Fossil fauna material

is discussed in order to further strengthen

the arguments. An intrasite spatial analysis

strengthens the arguments for the classifica-
tion of the archaeological sites into different

functional categories. Obvious differences in

site layout emerge, including sites with hut

impressions formed by bimodal flake
scatters.

An annual settlement system is thus

reconstructed for the Ume and Lule rivers.
These ancient HG systems are highly logis-

tic, commuting between the mountain areas

and the coast. The coastal sites are as yet
almost completely lacking but, Forsberg's
model includes the necessary agglomeration

sites on the coast, exemplified by the Stor-

norrfors rock-carving site.
One interesting thing about this disser-

tation, apart from its general importance as

an explicit treatment of hunter-gatherer

economy, is that a huge database comprising

many sites in the interior of Norrland has

been shown to be highly structured. The
view of these sites prior to Forsberg's ana-

lysis was that they consisted of a palimpsest

of chronologically separated assemblages
in total disorder. As has been shown, this is

not the case.
Compared with the Mesolithic and Neo-

lithic periods preceding this "Bronze Age"
hunter-gatherer coast-interior commuting,
there seems to be no problem in viewing the

sites along the river valleys as part of the

same social group using different ecological
niches.

THE COMING GENERATION
If seminar papers (C- and C-D levels) can

be viewed as an illustration of the coming
research generation then we are in deep
trouble. During the period only 13 papers
on the C-level dealing with the Mesolithic

period have emerged from Sweden's five
archaeological university departments.

Unfortunately I think that most of the
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papers are not geared towards theoretical or
methodological issues in hunter-gatherer
studies, i. e. understanding hunter-gatherers,
but towards regional evaluations of archaeo-
logical finds resulting in presentations of a
general "cultural development. " This imp-

lies, ad hoc interpretations of find distri-

butions from different time periods using a
formalized neo-evolutionist concept in

areas like Bjärehalvön, Höks härad, Lim-

hamn, Värmland, Småland, etc (Andersson
1987; Gustafsson 1987; Högberg 1987;
Jansson 1987; Pålsson 1987). Surveys of
collections of finds are of course important,
when creating databases, but as an inspira-
tion to further studies of the Mesolithic one
would prefer university papers to contain
more theory and less empiri.

Another paper from Lund deals with
seriation and artefact frequencies as a
measure of the relative "popularity" of
certain tools, which is thus used as a

chronological instrument (Lindow 1987).
The Bordes-Binford functional/normative
controversy of the late 1960s not even men-

tioned, despite the fact that it seriously
evaluated just this concept. I personally
think that there has developed a kind of
archaeological concensus that variation in

proportional artefact frequencies measures
site function rather than diachronic changes
in artefact popularity.

A paper on red ochre (Selling 1987)
looks at the pigment as a symbolic device in

different life situations, based mainly on
ethnographic observations. The ideas are
implemented in a study of Mesolithic graves,
which indicates that "rich" graves more
often show the presence of red ochre symbo-
lism. In another paper, which takes as its

point of departure the finds from the late
Mesolithic Skateholm burial-ground (Ros-
berg 1987), the author discusses the role of
the dog in Mesolithic society. The two latter
seminar papers are interesting insofar as
they pose questions of a specific character
and try through comparative analysis, to

deal with problems and not only with
archaeological finds. The same can be said
of the seminar paper from Umeå which
discusses territoriality measured by axe de-

sign (Lindholm & Runesson 1990). Four
territories are discerned in the southern part
of Norrland. It is also noted that the large
axes are predominating the farther away one
moves from the biggest concentration of
axes thought to be the central production
areas. They are ritualized. In this paper the
authors echo the work on social territories

by their instructor Lars Forsberg at the
same department (Forsberg 1989).

Bengt Nordqvist's discussion of the pro-
duction and distribution on Lihult axes on
the Swedish west coast and in the southern
inland areas has some bearing on this prob-
lem (Nordqvist 1990); that is, it offers a

possibility to discuss the dynamics between
production and consumption areas. Accor-
ding to Nordqvist in his study of Lihult
greenstone axes, there seem to be produc-
tion areas for local consumption on the
Swedish west coast; whereas production
centers can be discerned in the inland areas
from where there is a secondary spread
through some societal mechanism (ex-
change, trade, warfare, etc).

In another seminar paper from Umeå,
Eliasson 4 Joelsson (1989) return to the
interior-coast dichotomy by evaluating the
finds of slate tools c. 4000 — 2000 BC. Their
classification into knives, daggers, arrow-

points and spearpoints makes it possible to
polarize the above-discussed inland Stone
Age sites from the sites along the coast. The
study results in a differentiation between the

coast and the interior in the proportion of
different tool types. This may be interpreted
either as seasonal moves of one population
between coast and interior or as the material
effects of functional differentiation between
two different groups. The latter explanation
is most likely, according to the authors, be-
cause the winter settlement indications are
present on both inland and coastal sites
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(compare Lundberg 1986; Broadbent 1979)
and because the ecological conditions permit

year-round exploitation of the two areas.

The whole point of the C-level paper is

to induce some sort of scientific conscious-
ness in the mind of the student. Excessive
descriptive work and ad hoc interpretation

may by all means result in some interesting

ideas or pattems, but the educational value

of such an approach is less obvious. Some
of the Lund papers have this less favour-

able stamp and I feel I must mention that.

The Umeå papers and a few of the Lund

papers show more of a stringent develop-

ment towards a goal-oriented research-like

situation. Basically, then, the coming gene-

ration is a "mixed grill" and much an echo
of their senior teachers, with a few sparks in

the dark that hold hopes for the future.

INTRASITE SPATIAL ANALYSIS
Intrasite spatial patterns, one of the corner-

stones of processual Stone Age archaeology,
are discussed in a few papers. Why? one

might ask. What is interesting about intra-

site spatial patterns apart from the fact that

they have been part of the neo-evolutionist

field of research?
Olausson's (1986) paper is a critical eva-

luation of attempts within Scandivanian
Stone Age research to discuss intrasite spa-

tial organisation. She bases most of her
discussion on Schiffer's (1976) idea of for-

mation processes. Most of the intrasite
analyses carried out earlier are less well-

founded in theory. One exception is Thors-
berg's seminar paper from Uppsala (1984),
where Shiffer's ideas are explicitly adopted
in a late palaeolithic case-study. In two

papers dealing with late Mesolithic sites in

Scania, intrasite spatial analyses have been

carried out (Karsten 1986; Larsson, M.
1986). The papers are characterized by ad

hoc interpretations and a strong tendency

to see artefact deposition as primary refuse
in Schiffer's terms —a trend that recurs in

Nordqvist's paper on the Anfasteröd site

(Nordqvist 1990). In that sense they do not

contribute much and actually is a step
backwards compared to the seminar paper
presented two years earlier by Thorsberg.
One would also have liked to see some
comments on why the intrasite discussion

was generated in the first place. Let's hope
that "intrasite analyses" will not become part

of a descriptive "norm" when excavation
reports are compiled. It is too complicated and

valuable to be treated routinely.

In a seminar paper from Umeå Univer-

sity, Berit Andersson (1989) sets out to study

the intrasite spatial organisation of six
hunter-gatherer sites excavated along the

Ume river in Norrland. Her aim is to com-

pare the functional variation among sites of
different "function" according to a classi-
fication made by Forsberg (1986) in his

doctoral thesis. Site function in this case is

mainly measured by scraper wear variation

among sites. The spatial analysis is based

on the distribution of tools and flake
scatters. Although theoretically informed

about the problems of site formation proces-
ses, the author, in my opinion, too easily
interprets most of the material as primary

deposition, that is, as indications of activity

carried out where the tools are deposited. I
further think that the methodological prin-

ciples for lithic use-wear analysis developed

during the last 15 years should have been

adopted, instead of an almost 20-year old

concept.
In this connection I must admit that I

too have been making myself known in

this type of analysis during the period. It is

not a Mesolithic paper per se but a paper
dealing with the problems and possibilities
of intrasite analysis, exemplified by lithic

scatters left on a former dune beach on

the north Swedish coast by a hunter-

gatherer population some 4000 years ago.
An explicit base in neo-evolutionist theory

for interpretation is used to show: a) the

need of explicit theory when "interpreting"

spatial distributions, b) the inadequacy of
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present processual theory for meaningful
discussion of intrasite spatial behaviour,
and c) the inductive value of a "functional"
scenario in flaked assemblages.

Refitting and intrasite spatial behaviour

are represented by only one paper, Birgitte
Skars work on Baremosse II in Scania (Skar
1987). The late Maglemose site consist of a
small, circular hut, in the center of which is

a hearth. The lithic scatter comprises c. 20
square meters. The typology is characterized

by scrapers, microliths, burins, burin blows,
microburins, blades and cores. Forty-eight
percent of the material was refitted, indica-

ting an on-site production of tools. This
notion was further enhanced by the presence
of microburins and burin blows, i. e. produc-
tion waste. The refitting resulted in the de-
finition of seven blocks all starting out as
cortex-covered nodules. A detailed descrip-
tion of technique and method in the reduc-

tion sequences is followed by an evaluation

of how the debitage sequentially "moves" in

the hut. Skar thereby discusses blank-
production, secondary modification, re-

tooling, use, curation, etc. , i.e. well within a
processual world view and with a wish for
functional explanations. The different craft
activities defined are thus related to different

areas within the hut; burin and microlith
manufacturing debris is generally found on

one side of the hearth, whereas scrapers are

found on the opposite side together with

awls and borers and a knapping floor. The
blanks move from flaking floors to second-

ary modification areas. Phantom flakes are

indicative of retooling, in which tools made

on the site is abandoned hafted and moved

away when the site was left. Skar ends the

study not so much with an interpretation
but with a series of questions: What does
the spatial pattern mean in terms of factors
related to age, sex, craft specialization, etc?
Beside the fact that craft spezialisation is
not what you immediately think of when

dealing with hunter-gatherers, the fact that

Skar ends with questions just shows that

she has acknowledged the lack of explana-

tory theory in spatial analysis. The refitted

material is, however, "forever true", and fu-

ture research can thus return to this struc-

tured database over and over again and

reinterpret it.

SITE STRIPPING
I was very pleased to see that the excavation
of the late Mesolithic Anfasteröd settlement

site on the Swedish west coast by Bengt
Nordqvist (1990) was carried out by using
an explicit "stripping-strategy. " The goal,
according to Nordqvist, was to arrive at
possibilities of discussing settlement
patterns, social relations, settlement layout,
etc; In short, a contextual approach where

features are seen as more important than

artefacts. It is important that this way of
approaching the archaeology of settlement
sites is not restricted to sites of settled far-

ming communities. As we know, during the

last thirty years or so the approach —which

first appeared on the Scandinavian scene in

Denmark —has totally changed our under-

standing of Bronze- and Iron age settlement

structures. Lately large-scale stripping of
excavated areas has also contributed to the

discovery and understanding of Neolithic
settlements in Sweden (Björhem & Säfve-
stad 1993; Tesch 1993). The effect of this

approach on Mesolithic settlement sites is

perhaps best shown by the Skateholm project
results, but most is yet to be seen. However,

besides Skateholm the explicit strategy
adopted by archaeologists in the Gothenburg
area must be acknowledged. It is not a co-
incidence, for example, that hundreds of
Mesolithic sites excavated in the Gothenburg
area during the last 30 years have resulted

in only scanty evidence of habitations, not to

say patterned settlement layouts (Andersson
et al 1988). On the other hand, I must admit

that I feel a little uneasy over the fact that

all the evidence of site action/behaviour
connected to find distribution, distribution

of phosphates, etc is being lost with this
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method of excavating. A combination of
"looking for finds" and looking for features

by stripping must be developed. This is truly

contextual. Personally I have lately been in-

volved in designing excavations proposing
and using stratified sampling and stripping
of Stone age sites. A hermeneutic strategy
based on repeated sampling and analysis be-

fore stripping the site (Knutsson & Lekberg
1994).

THE PUBLIC
What has the general public found out about
the Mesolithic during the period? Well, all

the important new sites have in fact been

presented in Sweden's popular journal, Po-

pulär arkeologi. Sites like Skateholm, Ting-

by, Balltorp, Anfasteröd, Röe and Bredasten
are discussed (Larsson 1986a; 1986b; 1988a;
1989, Westergren 1988; Nordqvist 1989;
1990, Kindgren & Schaller-Åhrberg 1990,
Larsson, H. 1989). Furthermore, the major
books on the Mesolithic have either been

summarized (Österholm 1988) or reviewed
in the same journal (Welinder 1989). Thus
the correlation between field research and

the public seems to be good. Well done,
Swedish archaeologists.

WHO WRITES?
A simple statistical evaluation of the writers

in Swedish local and national periodicals
shows a clear pattern of male dominance.
Out of 67 published articles and books,
70 % were written by men. Only 20 % of the

papers were written by females, and 10 %
by a man and a woman together. We must

be aware of certain source-critical points
here, however, especially the impact of "the
Lars Larsson effect. "But even if we assume

that he had published only one paper, which

of course is ridiculous, the proportions are
still 38 % women and 50 % men.

I do not know whether this is sympto-
matic only for the HG Mesolithic with its
"male hunters" syndrome, or solely corre-
lated to the different fortunes of the sexes

after university graduation. It is striking,

namely, that the C-papers on the Meso-
lithic — the last effort of concentrated re-

search for most archaeologists in Sweden-
during the period 1986-1990 are dominated

by women (63 % female authors as opposed
to 37 % male). Can this be explained as such
that "the few" men after graduation write

more than "the many" women? This is prob-
ably the case. This has of course something

to say not only about present-day gender re-
lations but about how prehistory, including

the analysis of hunter-gatherer societies, is

pursued. For many years we have asked
ourselves where the women in prehistory
have gone. This is not the right way to put
it. We must ask, where have the writing
women in hunter-gatherer research gone? If
we find them we will also find the women's

sphere in hunter- gatherer societies and, won-

der of wonders, we will perhaps come to the
conclusion that there were children in pre-

history as well. Their invisibility in archaeo-

logical analyses is only, I regret to say, sur-

passed by their invisibility in present day-

society. I personally complained about this

state of affairs some time ago (1976; 1985;
1986) but to my knowledge nothing has

happened since.
The notion of the absent women and

children in Mesolithic research, or rather in

Stone Age research in general, has, how-

ever, been commented upon during the
period by a Norwegian colleague (Engelstad
1986) in the formulation of a research pro-
gramme which to my knowledge is still
living (Engelstad 1991).It is sad that gender
studies now after a decade are slowly losing
their value as a means to attain scientific
prestige. At worst, this will mean that in

Swedish HG research this type of discus-

sion might never come to start.

CONCLUSIONS
What have I learned by this reading? What
is the tendency in Swedish Mesolithic re-
search? There seems to be at least one
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forceful idea penetrating the discussion of
the late Mesolithic groups. This view may
be called the Lund concensus because it is

shaped and pursued there. It has to do with

the economic and social change of late
Ertebglle HG groups, initiated by a climatic
deterioration in late Atlantic time which
caused the rich lagoon sites on the coast to
be abandoned in favour of an economy
geared more towards the inland areas.
Identical views pertain to the late Gotlandic
Mesolithic. The preconditions for a rela-
tively settled life were lost and alternative

strategies of living were sought. The Neo-

lithic sneaked slowly in. This view follows
a general trend in European Mesolithic re-

search, which maintains that HG groups in

the later part of the Mesolithic became
more and more settled and thus gradually

developed a hierarchical or "complex"
society (see e.g. Brown & Price 1985).

Lagoon sites similar to the late meso-
lithic types have, however, also been found

from the late Boreal Maglemose period at

Tingby, close to Kalmar. Submerged sites
off the coast of Scania point towards
similar sites being present there too. The
unique, high productive settlement en-
vironment of the late Ertebglle, seen as the

precondition for a settled life and thus for
an incipient complexity in these societies,
may thus not have been so exclusive to that

period as one might think.

The new directions in the Swedish natio-

nal survey of ancient monuments, where
non-visible monuments are looked for in

structured surveys that include trial pits,
have revealed Mesolithic sites in large num-

bers in areas (especially in middle Sweden)
that were earlier almost devoid of settle-
ment indications. Together with new metho-

dological and theoretical achievements with-

in lithic analysis, a whole new area of Swe-
den has been opened to hunter-gatherer re-

search. This is especially interesting since
the new materials are situated in an area
which for thousands of years has been a

border-zone between northern catchment
economies and southern agricultural
economies. The dynamics of border-proces-
ses may bee favourably pursued here,
especially concerning questions such as the

formation and maintenance of identity and

ethnicity between two populations with

fundamentally different ways of perceiving
life. In other areas of Sweden, for instance
in the Kalmar area, collaboration with local
interest groups has proven invaluable in

locating sites. This is something one might

want to see expanded to other areas.
As expected, most of the papers are

presentations of rescue excavations and

thus short and descriptive. This may account
for the feeling that one is looking at a theo-

retically slightly stagnating discipline. This
in tum has been thought to result from the

way we interpret the cultural heritage legis-

lation, with an overemphasis on the prac-
ticalities of excavation at the cost of produ-

cing reasonable conceptual conditions for
such an enterprise. I want this to be changed.

There is still a gender problem in Meso-
lithic research. After a dominance in C-level

exams at the universities, women seem to

disappear from the scene of writing
archaeology. This in tum is seen as an

obstacle to changing our views on the kind

of archaeologies that would be of interest

to us. The archaeology of hunter-gatherer

women and children is asked for.
From a north Swedish perspective, the

Mesolithic discussion is dominated by
scientists working in the southwestern 10%
margin of the country, an area which, how-

ever, is thematically identical to most of
Norrland's prehistory. This has to do with

present-day archaeological demography, but

that is not the only reason.
There is a complex and rich hunter-gat-

herer material in the north of Sweden. New

C14 datings indicate a widespread early
Mesolithic tradition starting in late Boreal
time. The whole cultural sequence from then

on, until c. 4000 BC has just begun to be

Cnrrenr Swedish Archaeology, Vol. 3, 1995
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visible. Actually, much of the theorybuil-

ding and themes of the southern Mesolithic

apply to the cultural development in Norr-

land up until 500 BC. Thus, much of the

discussion is parallel. What is still lacking in

this respect is Swedish archaeologists work-

ing personally with find materials from Nor-

way and Finland. The present-day national

state borders thus tend to act as borders of
prehistoric cultural development. The idea of
a growing societal complexity heralding the

introduction of a neolithic economy in the

late Mesolithic in Scania and Gotland, could
also be discussed in a Norrlandic setting in

the late Bronze Age. It was also noted in the

paper that the interior-coast dynamics of the

Norrlandic late Stone Age should be viewed

as an area where the archaeological concept
of culture can be pursued rather than be
explained in a cultural-historical tradition.

Later, the same area is further the scene of
border-processes between inland HG groups
and settled farmers on the coast.

In general, we can conclude that the post-

processual tendency in mainstream archaeo-

logy has in the period just barely managed to

penetrate the surface of Swedish Mesolithic
research. In a sense this is neither surprising

nor necessarily very bad. What is worse,
howewer, is that not even the achievements

actually made within the neo-evolutionist,

processual archaeology have (with few
exceptions) been a forceful and informative

part of the writing during the period. Thus
to call for —which would be natural in my
present position as a commentator —a more
nuanced view of culture and epistemology
that incorporates ideas generated within the

post-processual movement, seems less
meaningful. I will end with what I said
once before; there has been too much
Mesolithic and too little hunter-gatherers in

Swedish early Stone Age research.
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